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MEON’s superior Patented Natural Active Ingredient
Proven More than Eight Times the Pain Relief efficacy of:
• Aspirin is a unique Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug (Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) are a drug class that reduce pain, decrease fever, prevent blood clots and, in
higher doses, decrease inflammation.
Proven More Than Twice Pain Relief the Efficacy of:
• Ibuprofen - Has the lowest risk of causing GI bleeding. However, this advantage is lost at high
doses. Ibuprofen produces balanced inhibitory effects on both COX-1 and COX-2. It is available
in multiple formulations and combination products.
•

Naproxen - Provides effective relief in acute traumatic injury and for acute pain
associated with migraine, tension headache, postoperative pain, postpartum pain, pain
consequent to various gynaecologic procedures, and the pain of dysmenorrhea. Naproxen
has a lowest risk of provoking heart attack. It may cause photosensitivity.

•

Celebrex - Has a sulphonamide structure and is contraindicated for patients with known
sulphur allergy. Currently, celecoxib is the only available NSAID marketed as a selective COX2 inhibitor. It is less likely than traditional NSAIDs to cause adverse gastrointestinal effects.

MEON Biologically Enhanced Emu Lipids are produced by a unique patented process which
biologically modifies emu fat enhancing the natural pain relief and anti-inflammatory properties prior
to rendering to produce MEON Emu Oil. The superior efficacy compared to NSAID's used for
treatment of inflammation and pain, specifically arthritic pain can clearly be seen in results compared
to commonly used NSAID’s.
MEON oil having more than twice the efficacy of NSAID's in the study is clearly demonstrated. Efficacy
that could be considered at least equal to or greater than prescription only pain relief/antiinflammatory drugs without the variety of negative side effects associated with so many pain
relief/anti-inflammatory drugs. Products based on MEON Emu Oil are OTC products that do not
require prescription.

Credibility
MEON Pain Relief Cream was developed in Australia based on over 20years of research into why
certain naturally occurring traditional oil remedies for pain relief varied so greatly in their efficacy from
batch to batch. The research involved Macadamia oil, Emu oil, Ostrich oil and Neem seed oil, the
acronym of which is represented in the trade name MEON. MEON Laboratories Pty. Ltd. was formed
in 2011 to commence commercialisation of the discovery.
A lot of work has been carried out over the years with the assistance of university professors and
general practitioners in both structured and ad hoc evaluations.
We know MEON Pain relief cream is possibly the fastest acting highest efficacy product for reducing
pain and inflammation in the world today. This statement is backed up both anecdotal evidence and
by empirical data involving in-vivo testing with rats, the results of which are reproduced here:
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